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CORONAVIRUS –Pt 32: TESTS, THE NUMBERS, 

SURVIVING CORONA 

We will continue to do this ministry as long as we can.  We are having a lot of 

interference and spiritual attacks.  Our youtube channel is suppressed and 

shadow banned.  I believe they are even messing with our website which we pay 

for.  Censorship is getting worse every day.  

 

 
The coronavirus will come and go.  But the government will NEVER forget how 
easy it was to take control of your life.  To control every sporting event, 
classroom, restaurant table, and church pew.  And even if you are allowed to 
leave your house.  *Only one correction to add, it doesn’t look like the 
coronavirus is leaving any time soon.* 
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TESTS 

 
Early on during this plandemic, Magufuli, President of Tanzania, questioned the 
test kits received from China.  Some comments online say that he has a degree in 
chemistry.  So they tested all sorts of things like a goat, motor oil, a bird, a 
pawpaw fruit etc.  He said they tested a wide variety of things.  They did the 
testing properly so as not to contaminate the specimens.  They gave each 
specimen a name, some male and some female and assigned an age to it.  They 
wanted to prove the validity of the covid tests.  Some things came back 
unconclusive like the motor oil and a rabbit. 

 
Some of the things that tested positive are: the pawpaw fruit, a goat, a kware 
(quarie) bird.  He said that when you see this, then you have to question if the 
workers in the lab were bought with money or not educated.  He said he knew 
they were educated because other diseases are handled there.  He made a case 
that if they want to stand by these tests then the scientists haven’t done the 
proper research if a goat, a pawpaw fruit, a durian fruit has coronavirus too.  So 
he says surely then there are people who have been told they have coronavirus 
who don’t truly have it.  He said the pawpaw fruit is just there, it’s not dead, it is 
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getting ripe.  He said the goat isn’t dead and the durian is also just there ripening 
like the pawpaw.  He told his country not to worry.  He said if you are not tired or 
injured in any way, don’t worry because the flu has always been around and this 
is just a little more advanced.  He says, this will pass too.  He said we should not 
put fear on each other and that politicians should quit using this as an agenda.  He 
said why didn’t they do trials in the beginning to test these test kits?   
 

 
There is little to no evidence that domestic animals are easily infected with SARS-
COV-2 under natural conditions and no evidence to date that they transmit the 
virus to people.  The primary mode of transmission of Covid-19 in humans is 
person-to-person spread. 
 
One news report I listened to said that at one point Spain, The Netherlands, India 
and Turkey apparently were also questioning the tests.  They were all saying the 
Chinese testing kits were faulty. 
 
I do believe the president of Tanzania was playing the role that he was told to 
play.  And he was playing more of a truth role about the whole thing.  However, 
they are steam rolling right aread.  The World Health Organization even 
responded to his questioning of the tests and of course did not address the fact of 
why animals and fruit were testing positive for coronavirus.  They just did their 
political speech and said he could talk to them about it.  That is not a valid 
response at all.  Yet the agenda continues.  What they have shown through this 
example is that no one can question it. 
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Left: A theragripper is about the size of a speck of dust.  This swab contains 
dozens of the tiny devices.  Right: When an open theragripper, left, is exposed to 
internal body temperatures, it closes on the intestinal wall.  In the gripper’s 
center is a space for a small dose of a drug.  The smart dust on the right is what is 
on the q-tip on the left.  If that is on the q-tips that go deep up inside the nasal 
cavity, those things are going straight into the brain. 
 
Inspired by a parasitic worm that digs its sharp teeth into its host's intestines, 
Johns Hopkins researchers have designed tiny, star-shaped microdevices that can 
latch onto intestinal mucosa and release drugs into the body.  They say they are 
temperature driven and not driven by batteries or frequencies.  Looks like a type 
of nano technology to me. 

 
Some are speculating that these are on the test swabs and actually infecting 
people with covid.  Remember we are at war here because all of this has been 
planned.  This is smart dust.  Remember all of the SMART technology has been 
designed to work together and to work against us.  They are going to “smart” as 
far as hurt us in the end. 

 
Creag said: Govt’s could easily use this tech to vac their vaccine-hesitant citizens 
by stealth via a PCR swab.   
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Tyrone Holder said: Lol  I’m sure they thought about that, this is already in play. 
 
One sight suggested that these test swabs are the easiest way to deliver nose to 
brain technology.  Think about the nanotechnology that gets in the bloodstream 
and attaches to the neurons and begins to work to take you over and take you 
down. 
 
Thank you Ms. Tommie for sharing about the theragrippers with us. 
 
I know people who have taken the test and were found negative:  DaeJonay, 
Scott’s dad and Jessica’s mom and step-dad.  So I do know that not everyone is 
testing positive and they did not turn around and get sick either.   
 
*Please play this video -  A respiratory therapist blows the whistle on this planned 
pandemic. He shows how they have plenty of respirators, there is no shortage.  
He talks about how they don’t have anyone there with coronavirus.  Tests are 
taking 3 to 5 weeks to get them back.  He said anyone coming in with any kind of 
breathing problems at all they are saying they have covid.  Anyone that dies from 
other complications, example, heart attack and has covid, they are saying they 
passed away from covid.  THAT IS HOW THEY ARE BOOSTING THE NUMBERS UP.  
He talked about their scare tactics.  Showing bodies being loaded into a tractor 
trailer is just to scare people.  He says that never happens.  He says they are 
wearing their equipment over and over and keeping it in a bag when not wearing 
it and that it is just getting contaminated over and over and still no one at the 
hospital has coronavirus.   He says there is no test to test for a virus.  He explains 
that they are testing for an RNA sequence from a reaction to the virus.  They are 
putting it (the culture from the person/patient) in a pcr, it’s a pcr test which 
means it amplifies it so that if there’s any little (microscopic) even one little shred 
of that RNA sequence from a damaged cell in your lungs or in your nasal passage, 
you’re gonna test positive.  That can come from cancer, that can come from 
radiation, it can come from several things.  And then you hear all of this talk on 
the news about antibody therapy and all this other kind of stuff, people wanting 
to donate plasma and everything else.  But they’re not talking about the virus..He 
did point out that this isn’t just about Trump because it is worldwide.  He said it 
was an illuminati agenda. He mentioned why do we have car manufacturers 
making respirators when the hospitals still have plenty of unused respirators. He 
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was going to mention something about the vaccine and was cut off – video 
stopped.*(about 13 min’s) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryx27uJj7xE 
 

This video was back at the beginning of the lockdown when they were saying they 
didn’t have enough respirators.  He is showing that they had plenty of them 
because elective surgeries were being cancelled.  THERE IS NO TEST FOR A VIRUS.  
Hmmmm  Tony was saying the same thing.  We know that this coronavirus is 
supposed to be like a cold or the flu and he said you cannot vaccinate yourself for 
a sinus infection.  You cannot vaccinate for this.  Also, making the nurses wear 
their PPE (personal protective equipment) over and over seems like a tactic they 
actually wanted to happen so that they might actually contract something. 
 
I really think this guy nailed it and put so much truth out.  He might be a shill 
because he said he’s been a respiratory nurse for 21 years which adding it 
forward and backward equals 33.  That isn’t enough to go on but the video ending 
abruptly where he starts to talk about the vaccines, that at that time were 
coming, makes me wonder.  Did the phone run out of charge?  I still think the 
information was good. 
 

They have certainly scared a lot of people that are not awake into going and 
getting tested.  That helps to keep the fear going because you can take pictures of 
all of that and you can drive the statistics any way you want them to go.  I am not 
even going to try and disaprove their astronomical numbers because it has taken 
me so long to get to this part that we now see that they are saying whatever 
numbers they want to.  It doesn’t matter how much research we do and how 
much we prove they’re lying about the numbers, they just go right on boosting 
them up. 
 
If you are in a situation and you have to get tested, don’t be scared.  This is where 
you have to just trust Jesus to protect you.  My brother had to have a surgery to 
reattach his ligament or bicept muscle to the bone and of course they tested him 
for covid.  I’m sure Simone had to take a covid test before her surgery.  Yolindie 
had to be tested also. 
 
*Please play from  1:13 to 4:39 and from 6:09 to 7:52 Dr. Kettner, professor of 
Community Health Sciences and Surgery at Manitoba University, Former Chief 
Public Health Officer for Manitoba province and Medical Director of the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryx27uJj7xE
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International Center for Infectious Diseases was on a radio talk show.  He was 
saying he’s never seen anything like this in 30 years of public heath medicine.  He 
says he’s seen a pandemic, one every year, it’s called the flu and he’s never seen 
this type of reaction.  He was stating how the whole thing is not that serious.  He 
said he was concerned about the social distancing and wasn’t even sure it had 
been proven to solve anything.  The Director General of the WHO, he said it was a 
grave threat and public health enemy number one.  He was worried about people 
losing their jobs, being scared of public interaction, scared in general etc. At the 
end when he started bringing up the statistics they quickly cut him off.*(about 5 
min’s) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWVOZYKB3hA 

 

One Dr. on that radio show said that the flu season lasts until May.  That same dr. 
said that the Public Health Agency of Canada wants dr’s to vaccinate 80% of the 
people for flu and pneumonia.  Dr. Tent’s office told me it is from October 
through March but that the CDC keeps extending it. Vaccines are a huge money 
maker for them.  They are poisonous, they are filled with viruses and they are 
using them to get nanotechnology into us.  Notice when he started to bring up 
the statistics they quickly cut him off.  He said at that time 1 per 1000 got covid 
and 1 per 20,000 dies from it.  He was saying it was a lot lower everywhere else. 
 
CLOSING 

TESTIMONIES OF SURVIVING CORONAVIRUS 
 
*Please play from 20:28 to 22:36  Dr. Jeff’s neighbor is 50 years old, a policeman 
in Wayne County Michigan.  The police force he works on was slammed with 200 
officers getting it.  His neighbor got it and he said for the vast majority of us it was 
minor symptoms for 3 to 5 days.  3-5 days of cold and flu like symptoms: achiness, 
headaches, loss of taste and smell and then that was it.  The two people in his 
department that passed away, in their 50’s and 60’s had preexisting health 
conditions.*(about 2 min’s) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NT3ghprjMM 

Ms. Patricia, from our prayer team is a nurse and was placed on a coronavirus 
only floor and eventually she tested positive.  She survived.  I have family that are 
older and they survived.  They said it was like having the cold or the flu.  Most of 
the people that have passed away from this had co-morbidities or other health 
conditions that had already weakened their immune system. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWVOZYKB3hA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NT3ghprjMM
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GOD KNOWS EXACTLY WHEN HE IS GOING TO CALL YOU HOME AND HE KNOWS 

EXACTLY HOW YOU WILL DIE.  THEY DON’T GET TO CHANGE HIS PLANS 

CONCERNING HIS CHILDREN.  TRUST HIM.   

Let’s look at some passages from the book of Job that talk about our lives being in 

God’s hands.  Job was being heavily tested by the hand of God. 

Job 12:7-10 - But ask now the beasts (animals), and they shall teach thee; and the 

fowls of the air, and they shall tell thee: Or speak to the earth, and it shall teach 

thee: and the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee. Who knoweth not in all 

these that the hand of the LORD hath wrought this (They all know that my 

disaster has come from the hand of the Lord)? In whose hand (the Lord’s) is the 

soul of every living thing (life of every living thing), and the breath of all mankind.  

Job 14:1-5 – Man that is born of a woman is of few days, and full of trouble. He 

cometh forth like a flower (springs up like a flower), and is cut down (withers 

away): he fleeth also as a shadow, and continueth not (Like a passing shadow we 

quickly disappear). And dost Thou open Thine eyes upon such an one, and 

bringest me into Judgment with Thee? Who can bring a clean thing out of an 

unclean (Who can bring purity out of an impure person)? not one. Seeing his 

days are determined (You have decided the length of our lives), the number of his 

months are with thee (You know how many months we will live), thou hast 

appointed his bounds that he cannot pass (we are not given a minute longer); 

PRAYER 
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Plants(Pawpaw) and Animals(Goats) Tested Positive for Covid-19 in Tanzania 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEeO-YposkU 
 
WHO Africa to Tanzanian president: COVID-19 kits valid 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwrW2Ksg-6Q 

Tanzania rejects Chinese kits after Goat, Sheep tests positive for COVID-19 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8ASQLs088A 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic_in_Tanzania 

Theragrippers at Johns Hopkins University  

https://hub.jhu.edu/2020/11/25/theragripper-gi-tract-medicine-delivery/ 

http://tapnewswire.com/2020/11/yes-they-can-vaccinate-us-through-nasal-test-

swabs-and-target-the-brain/ 

CBC Radio cuts off expert when he questions Covid19 narrative. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=yWVOZYKB3hA 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEeO-YposkU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwrW2Ksg-6Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8ASQLs088A
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic_in_Tanzania
https://hub.jhu.edu/2020/11/25/theragripper-gi-tract-medicine-delivery/
http://tapnewswire.com/2020/11/yes-they-can-vaccinate-us-through-nasal-test-swabs-and-target-the-brain/
http://tapnewswire.com/2020/11/yes-they-can-vaccinate-us-through-nasal-test-swabs-and-target-the-brain/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=yWVOZYKB3hA

